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Abstract—Emergency responders often experience poor quality
wireless communications due to the complex radio-frequency
propagation environment encountered at a typical emergency
response location, such as an apartment complex, office building,
or other large building structure. Our previous theoretical analysis
in conjuction with simulation studies suggests that optimizing
arrays of randomly located wireless transmitters can provide
a significant increase in the received signal level for a receiver
located in the array volume. Here we present experimental results
from the application of our initial algorithm in representative
complex propagation environments. Several different scenarios
are included in the experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the optimization approach in an environment that contains
a variety of scattering objects. For the various scenarios, we
observed at least a 7 dB median gain over a single transmitter
when the array consists of four transmitters.

Index Terms—Ad hoc array, arbitrary array optimization, emer-
gency responder communications, random array.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS communication represents a key supporting
technology for the success of an emergency responder

[1]. Unfortunately, a typical emergency response scenario
involves communication into building structures, which can
severely interfere with or completely block radio-frequency
(RF) communications. As we proposed in [2], one potential
method of improving the RF channel within a building utilizes
the intelligent control of the electromagnetic radiation from
wireless devices quickly placed at random locations in the
building during entry by the emergency responder. These
devices would perform as antenna array elements to improve
communication capability for emergency responders both
within the structure and with external personnel. In this paper,
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we present experiment results that implement the proposed al-
gorithm in our earlier work [2], with the inclusion of additional
representative boundary configurations beyond those used in
the initial simulation results.

Array directivity or gain optimization techniques based on
a generalized matrix eigenvalue problem are well covered in
past literature, [3]–[7], with [8]–[10] focused on constrained
optimization. All these works assume a receiver in the far-field
rather than within the volume of the array, as was the case
of [2]. A method for adapting radiated power for receivers
located in the near-field is discussed in [13], but more relevant
to our work, [14] discusses optimizing arrays in arbitrary
environments. However, neither [13] nor [14] contains experi-
mental results with a receiving antenna located within the array
volume.

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows: Section II
outlines the implementation algorithm, Section III describes
the experiment, Section IV shows the experimental results, and
Section V contains our conclusions.

II. WIRELESS ARRAY IMPLEMENTATION

The simulation results in our earlier work [2] and [15]
point out some key impacts to field-implementation. First,
diminishing returns in total received power occur after the
array contains a small number of transmitters, approximately
four transmitters for the optimized case and six to eight trans-
mitters for the co-phased case. (Co-phasing means adjusting
the transmitted signal phase such that all the received signals
have the same phase, e.g., [16], [17].) Second, for this same
small number of transmitters, the modified directivity results
[[2], (11)] are not significantly different for the optimized and
co-phased results. Thus, we propose the following algorithm
to obtain the co-phased results, with the recognition that the
algorithm also provides a reasonable approximation of the
optimized modified directivity.

1) Turn on each transmitter individually, and determine the
transmitter providing the maximum contribution at the
receiver.

2) Select the strongest contributing transmitter, and turn it on
with all the others off.

3) Select the next strongest transmitter determined in Step 1,
and turn it on.
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS OF DIGITAL PHASE SHIFTERS

• Step the phase of this transmitter through 360 , and de-
termine the phase when the peak power occurs at the
receiver.

• Set the phase of this transmitter to that corresponding to
the maximum power at the receiver.

4) Repeat Step 3 for the remaining transmitters, until the de-
sired number of contributing transmitters is reached.

This process will ensure co-phased transmitted signals at the
receiver for however many transmitters are used in the array.
If total system or radiated power is not a limitation, all the
co-phased transmitters could be included in the process. How-
ever, if system power efficiency is important, say for example
in a low power sensor network, then the optimized approach
represents a more appropriate solution because it balances the
power received at a particular location with the total system
input power.

The optimization process reduces the power level of transmit-
ters providing the weakest contribution at the receiver, which
suggests only using the four or so strongest contributing trans-
mitters. A reasonable approximation of the optimized solution
is to use the algorithm above for a limited number of transmit-
ters. To obtain the complete optimized result, the relative power
level of each transmitter could potentially be adjusted by an ad-
ditional iterative algorithm.

As we will discuss in Section IV, near optimal results do
not require precise phase control. A 4-bit phase shifter, which
covers the full 360 sweep in sixteen 22.5 increments, will
allow reasonable sweep and phase switching times. Table I
below lists some typical digital phase shifter performance
values.

Timing estimates for the key parts of the algorithm are as
follows. Use the highest value of switching time, s, select
the four strongest transmitters, and then co-phase the selected
four to obtain the following result.

(1)
The setup time required depends primarily on measuring the
individual transmitter levels. Feedback information would need
to tell each transmitter which phase achieved a maximum value.
While the emphasis of this work is not on the setup protocol
design, we estimate that approximately 20 bits of information
will allow identification of each transmitter and selection of the
appropriate phase for that transmitter.

III. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

The experimental configuration consists of randomly located
monopoles on an aluminum ground plane, where the

antennas serve as transmitting array elements and a single

Fig. 1. Array configuration in the laboratory with an absorbing border, but no
concrete block walls.

Fig. 2. Sketch of experimental configuration.

receiving antenna. This configuration approximates dipoles in
free space when no obstacles are present on the ground plane.
The ground plane is mounted on wooden legs, and the test
equipment is placed under the ground plane, (see Fig. 1). A
network analyzer provides both the transmitted power source
and received power measuring device. Fig. 2 illustrates the
basic experimental configuration, while pictures of the actual
components are shown in shown in Fig. 3 (except for the
monopole antennas). Port 2 of the network analyzer feeds a
power divider, which provides equal power to the monopoles
comprising the array of transmitters. Mechanical phase shifters,
tunable over 360 at 2 GHz, are located between the power
divider and the individual transmitting monopoles. Port 1 of
the network analyzer connects to a single monopole, which
represents the receiver. Additional details on the experiment
are contained in Chapter 5 of [18].

In [2], we applied three measures of performance: 1) modified
directivity [2],(11), 2) total power at the receiver [2], (30), and
3) power per transmitter at the receiver [2], (31). Here we utilize
the second two performance measures. The measurement results
from the experiments are presented as 1) total received power,
2) total normalized received power, and 3) normalized power
per transmitter. The normalization allows for comparison to free
space simulation results.
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Fig. 3. Picture of experimental setup. There are eight phase shifters connected
between the 1:8 power divider and the eight transmitting antennas of the array.

Total measured power , is obtained from the ordered cu-
mulative sum of the received power due to the strongest
transmitters, up to the total number of available transmitters, .
Nine different experiments (referred to as scenarios or cases),
are performed here and discussed below. For these experiments,

, except for case 1 where

where and (2)
Any transmitters not included in the sum, i.e., ,
are disconnected from the power source. The median value is
then calculated for ten different receiver locations, across a fixed
number of contributing transmitting monopoles.

The total normalized measured power , is determined
by first computing the median statistics for a fixed number of
transmitting monopoles across the ten different receiver loca-
tions, and then dividing by the single transmitting monopole re-
sults. Normalized measured total power is computed as

(3)

Thus, the median curves start at 0 dB for a single transmitter.
Note that is computed independently for each scenario.
Normalized power per transmitter is calculated by dividing

by the number of transmitting monopoles , included
in the sum

(4)

An experimental scenario or case consists of carrying out the
co-phase algorithm discussed in Section II to achieve maximum
gain at the receiving antenna for each of the ten different re-
ceiver locations (except for cases eight and nine). One of the
primary goals of the experiments is to study differences in array
behavior due to boundaries or obstacles in the environment. The
nine different cases include a variety of objects on the ground
plane in order to approximate array performance in free space

Fig. 4. Top view of experiment topology for monopoles on the ground plane.

Fig. 5. Array configuration in anechoic chamber with concrete block wall on
the border of the array and an absorbing border on the ground plane.

and building environments. Transmitting array antennas reside
at the same locations and the same ten receive locations are uti-
lized for all nine cases. The order in which the transmitting an-
tennas are added to the array, as well as the performance re-
sults, vary due to the inclusion of items such as concrete blocks
and reinforcing bars. Table II provides details of the nine ex-
perimental scenarios, where the topology drawing (Fig. 4) and
pictures (Figs. 1, 5, and 6) illustrate some important features of
the experiment. (The absorbing border is carbon loaded foam
designed for anechoic chambers, and is used here to minimize
the edge effect of the ground plane.)

As indicated by the algorithm, the first step is to rank the
signal strength for each individual transmitting antenna at a
particular receive antenna location. To this end, the array of
transmitting antennas are connected one at a time, with all
other cables from the remaining seven phase shifters terminated
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Fig. 6. Array configuration in anechoic chamber with multiple concrete block
walls and an absorbing border on the ground plane. The center wall contains
reinforcing rods.

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL SCENARIOS PERFORMED IN A LAB ROOM (LR) AND AN

ANECHOIC CHAMBER (AC). � INDICATES OMISSION OF CO-PHASING TO

ACHIEVE MAXIMUM GAIN AT THE RECEIVER

in 50 loads. After establishing the order, the monopole
antennas of the array are connected sequentially from strongest
to weakest. When an antenna is connected to the power divider,
thus becoming part of the array, the phase of the now radiating
monopole is tuned via the corresponding phase shifter in order
to maximize the total received power at the receiving antenna.
The complete process is repeated for the ten different receive
antenna locations.

For cases eight and nine, the transmitter phases are not ad-
justed as the transmitters are added to the array so as to emulate
an uncontrolled or random operation of the array. The order in
which the transmitters are added to the array in cases eight and
nine is identical to cases one and seven, respectively. This pro-
vides additional insight into the benefit provided by performing
the optimization process.

The network analyzer supplies a 0 dBm signal to the power
divider through port 2, and the received power is computed from
the resulting value at port 1. While the amount of loss in-
troduced by the cables, connectors, and the power divider are
not accounted for in the calibration process, the and
values are checked after each connection to verify good matches
between the two ports and the receive antenna and transmit-
ting array, respectively. Typical values for and indicate
matches of better than dB and dB, respectively.

Fig. 7. Median total power results from the measured data.

The worst mismatch between the network analyzer and the array
feed structure is dB, while the worst mismatch
to the receive antenna is dB. This later case oc-
curs due to the proximity of the receive antenna location and the
concrete block wall containing steel reinforcing bars. However,
even the worst case mismatches do not appear to affect the out-
comes of the experiments, as demonstrated by the results that
follow.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results in Fig. 7 show the median values of
the total power (2) for the nine scenarios or cases. Note that the
total power is measured in dBm due to the 0 dBm source at port
2 of the network analyzer. Across all numbers of contributing
transmitters for the first seven cases, the spread between the me-
dian gain is less than 3 dB. The first five cases exhibit a spread
of approximately 1 dB, which is expected since no obstacles
are placed in the volume of the array. Cases six and seven in-
clude concrete block walls within the volume of the array, which
results in additional spreading of the median total power. The
overall increase in total power shown in case six is likely due
to the constructive interference caused by reflections from the
concrete wall in conjunction with the minimal amount of atten-
uation caused by the concrete blocks. Case seven demonstrates
a decrease in the rate of gain as the number of included trans-
mitters is increased, which is likely due to the scattering caused
by the reinforcing bars and the additional concrete blocks in the
array environment. Cases eight and nine indicate that simply
adding up the transmitter contributions without phase adjust-
ment provides virtually no benefit. The behaviors of cases eight
and nine are quite similar, even though case eight contains no
scatterers within the array volume, while case nine utilizes the
scatterer topology illustrated in Fig. 4(d).

The same set of experimental results are shown in Fig. 8, but
are normalized to allow comparison to simulated results, i.e.,
(3). In the simulation, the transmitting and receiving antennas
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Fig. 8. Median total power results from the measured data and simulations,
normalized to 0 dB for a single transmitter.

are Hertzian dipoles assumed to exist in free space. (See [2] and
[18] for simulation details.)

The first observation is that cases one through six fall between
the co-phased and optimized results, but cases seven, eight and
nine fall below the optimized results. This behavior is expected
for cases eight and nine, as no phase control was carried out.
In case seven, the curve follows the optimized result, but with
about 1 dB of attenuation. The second observation is that the
curves for the first five cases follow the same general shape
as the simulated co-phased case, which is expected since only
phase control is used in the experiments. Finally, we observe that
as obstacles are introduced into the volume of the array, (cases
six and seven), the behavior follows that of the simulated opti-
mized results. This is due to the attenuation caused by the ob-
stacles, which creates an impact similar to controlling the power
amplitude in the optimized approach.

A third set of experimental results shown in Fig. 9 depicts
the normalized power per transmitter (4), and again the general
trends are comparable between measured and simulated cases.
Fig. 9(a) includes the complete set of experimental and simu-
lated results, while Fig. 9(b) provides an expanded view of the
0–5 dB ordinate range. The first five cases indicate less than a
0.5 dB spread across all numbers of contributing transmitters,
and a maximum difference of approximately 1.5 dB with the
simulated co-phased results. Both the measured and simulated
co-phased curves flatten by the time four transmitters are in-
cluded in the array. Cases six and seven do not track the simu-
lated optimized results quite as well in terms of spread, but the
general trends are quite similar. The simulated optimized and
scenarios six and seven results show a maximum at either three
or four transmitters in the array, followed by a decrease as the
number of transmitters increases. The rate of decrease tracks
quite well between these three cases.

Fig. 10 shows the average distance between the receiver and
the transmitter for the first seven cases. In this plot, the number
on the abscissa refers to the order or the index, , in which the

Fig. 9. Power per transmitter results from the measured data and simulations,
normalized to 0 dB for a single transmitter.

Fig. 10. Average separation between the TXs and RXs as a function of the
transmitter index in the total power sum. ��� distance scale.

transmitter is included in the array. The ordinate measure shows
the logarithmic mean distance between the receiver location and
the particular transmitter location. For example, the abscissa
value of two refers to the second transmitter of the array, and
averaging over the ten receiver locations for case seven yields
a value of approximately 0.3 m. The free space plot in Fig. 10
shows the average distance with respect to signal strength that
would be observed in ideal free space, but with the location re-
strictions imposed by the random locations used in the experi-
mental setup. Fig. 10 includes , and curves as well
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Fig. 11. Random additional phase offsets in co-phased simulations used for ex-
perimental data comparisons. Total normalized power and power per transmitter
simulation results, normalized to 0 dB for a single transmitter.

to demonstrate the general behavior of the array. For the
seven cases, the obstacles do not significantly affect the order
in which transmitters are included in the sum, at least in the
average distance sense. The obstacles do not introduce signifi-
cant segmentation of the array. Segmentation occurs when the
transmitters located within a local region bordered by walls pro-
vide the majority of power at the receiver, particularly when the
receiver is located in the local region. If the walls created ei-
ther higher signal attenuation or stronger reflections, then much
greater array segmentation is likely.

Finally, we observed that the phase adjustment process was
not highly sensitive to the mechanical knob rotation as evident
by the ease in obtaining the power maximum as transmitting
monopoles were added into the array. Fig. 11 shows results
where simulated co-phased currents received additional phase
offsets, e.g., . The results indicate that for even up to

, most of the gain is still realized. Additional simulation
studies included in [18] also suggest that a 22.5 incremental
step will still achieve almost all the realizable gain. This min-
imal degradation in performance can be viewed as similar to
Fresnel zone behavior, where a variation of corresponds
to a range of , and hence no destructive interference occurs.
Therefore, we suggest that for a narrow band system a 4-bit
phase-shifter can provide the necessary phase control.

V. CONCLUSION

Our initial research into optimizing arbitrarily located wire-
less arrays suggested an algorithm for implementing such an
array. The experimental results presented here were obtained
by carrying out the algorithm in environments more complex
than those explored in the original simulations. However,
the array still performs as anticipated, and suggests that the
proposed optimization can support improved communications

within complex RF environments. Observations during the
experiments and further simulation results suggest that only
4-bit delineation in the phase-shifting is necessary to achieve
most of the realizable gain. Further research and development
activities into necessary communication protocols and hard-
ware platforms are still required, but both the initial simulation
studies and these subsequent experimental results establish the
foundation for follow-on efforts towards a deployable system.
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